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November Newsletter - Appreciation 
 

Passing on the Faith 
   St. John’s Lutheran Church and School 

www.stjohnsarnold.org 

 

Dear Families, 

The word appreciation means seeing something for what it is- an 

awareness of how special, how lucky, how unique, how blessed, 

how big, or awesome something is. Appreciation is a recognition 

not based on comparison, but based on the intrinsic value, 

character or immensity of a thing or state itself. 

Some people are born “appreciators”. They see the world at its 

essence- the beauty of a sunset, the fragile green of a leaf, the 

boundless energy of a small child. Others must be helped to learn 

to see the beauty and wonder in the world. 

Gratitude is one form of appreciation that is easier to express. 

Thankfulness is part of our religious and cultural heritage and the 

antidote to selfishness and complaining. It can come in the form 

of praise, recognition or humility. 

Another form of appreciation is respect toward someone or 

something valued. In relationships this translates as care, concern, 

fair treatment and courtesy. 

Teaching your child to appreciate starts at birth with your loving 

regard toward him or her and continues throughout the life of 

your relationship.  

Questions to ask your children: 

What kinds of things can we do for people that don’t have 

much food or a place to live? 

Is there someone you see a lot, but you don’t know them very 

well, but you appreciate what they do? Could you write them a 

note to say “thanks for what you do?’ 

What is one thing that someone did for you today that made 

you feel special? 

What is one thing you did that someone thanked you for?  

What is something that God gave you that you are thankful for? 

 

 

Upcoming Topics 

December 

Advent 

January 

Honesty 

February 

Generosity 

 

Sharing your Faith: 

As they observe the way you view 

and deal with people, things, and 

situations, your children will learn to 

appreciate also. 

 Being close to nature 

brings out appreciative 

feelings, as this activates 

the heart. This is 

accomplished through 

the senses. 

 Teach your child how to 

care for and respect 

their belongings. 

 Show thankfulness with 

prayer, celebrations and 

simple reflection. 

 Hugs, kisses and loving 

words are powerful 

expressions of 

appreciation. Use them 

often along with sincere 

thank-yous. 
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You are your child’s best and first teacher. 

How to help build Appreciation: 

1) Name your blessings: Pick a special time each day to list three things 

you are grateful for. Talk about how these are our blessings. Spirituality 

and gratitude go hand in hand. 

2) Be a grateful parent: Tell your children when they do or say something 

you are grateful for. Our example shows them that gratitude extends 

well beyond material things. 

3) Don’t buy too much “stuff” buying kids whatever they want, whenever 

they want, dilutes the gratitude impulse and it can mean that they 

don’t learn to value or respect their possessions.  

4) Help pay for things they want: This teaches restraint and encourages 

kids to appreciate what they have, as well as giving them a more 

realistic perspective on what you and others do for them. 

5) Send thank you notes:  It’s actually a perfect way to encourage kids 

to express gratitude — and as an added bonus, it can make the 

recipient’s day.  

6) Say thank you: There are countless opportunities every day for us to 

model gratitude for our kids — thanking the waitress who serves your 

food, the cashier who rings you up at the grocery store, the teller at 

the bank who cashes your check. When our kids see us expressing 

sincere thanks all the time, they’ll be more inclined to do so. 

7) Give back: You might even make service a family activity. When kids 

give their time and energy to help others, they’re less likely to take 

things like health, home and family for granted. 

8) Insist on politeness and respect always: Sometimes we put more 

emphasis on showing respect for bosses, spiritual leaders and other 

high-profile people, while forgetting to extend the same courtesy to 

others. We need to model for our kids the importance of treating 

everyone with respect. 

9) Use teachable moments: When kids can connect the concept of 

gratitude to a real-life situation, the lesson we’re teaching will be 

much more likely to stick. 

10) Use an “attitude of gratitude”: It’s about perspective more than 

circumstance. We need to remember that it’s more productive to 

teach our kids to be resilient and refocus them on the positives they 

may be overlooking. 

 

 

Bible Stories about 

Appreciation: 

Jesus Heals 10 Lepers        

Luke 17: 12-19 

The Book of Psalms 

 

Children’s Books about 

Appreciation: 

 

 

 

 

 


